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Dean Moon

3rd December 1992:
Neil Papworth sends first SMS to
Richard Jarvis

“Merry Christmas”
“I had no idea just how popular
texting would become and that this
would give rise to emojis and
messaging apps used by millions.”
Neil Papworth
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What are your customers doing?
• Australians spend on average 3 hours a
day on their phone .
• 98% of every message they are opening
• When there is a link, 10.91% click, if they
can respond back 35% will respond
• Most businesses can only send messages
but can’t receive them
• Every generation is moving towards a
preference of text based messaging
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The Evolution of Personalisation & Experience
Gen 1.0 – Rigid broadcast only

Free responses / non-conforming
answers

As a gift from Kayo we are offering 2
months of BINGE on us, included as
part of your subscription. Redeem
by 31 Dec. New BINGE customers &
BINGE Standard only.

Very limited applicability
Engagement can only divert
customers to a website or prompt
a phone call

•
•

Claim Now: https://nxt.to/WbiVHXw

Hey Alex, you’re getting close to
your monthly usage. Would you be
interested in seeing another option
for your plan?

Unsub: https://nxt.to/l5Fn4gZ

+614 XXX

•

Personalisation in every
conversation

•

Upsell/Cross-sell – based on prior
responses, Pendula can provide
contextually relevant offers

•

Multiple steps, questions and
answers – keeping track of what
the conversation is about at all
times.

•

Organisational workflows –
Pendula can update CRMs (e.g.
vary subscriptions in Zuora or
Salesforce) in real-time or prompt
workflows.

•

Builds trust – questions always
come from the same phone
number

Yes, please!

Based on your most recent usage we
would suggest moving to the
$49.00/mo plan with 30 GB of data.
Would you like to change?

Yes, let’s do it, thanks!

Gen 2.0 – Limited 2-way

Updated
subscription

•
Hi, we are confirming an
appt for you on Thu
04/02/21 at 09:00am.
Please reply YES or call
0299002008 Sydney Fine
Dental.

Yes

•

•

No exception handling (what if
someone responds “Yeah”
instead of “Yes”)
1 cycle of communication (ie
only one question can be
asked)
Any follow up question would
need to come from a new
phone number

Congratulations Alex! You have
been upgraded to the Unlimited
30GB plan.

Case created
in CRM

I need help, can
someone call me?

Yes Alex, we will call you shortly.
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Pendula is a conversational SMS
and email platform that allows a
business user to create two-way
conversations with their customers
using drag & drop functionality,
without the need for any
developer experience.

430%

500%

improvement in
engagement

improvement in
conversion
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Pendula has taken the complexity out of
conversational customer messaging, by
building a simple and easy interface for anyone
to create and manage SMS and email
conversations that work with any back-end
system.

Pendula allows its
customers to build SMS
workflows in under 15
minutes without the need
to code

amaysim has selected
Pendula to manage
interaction with their entire
customer base across a wide
range of touch points to
provide personalised,
automated conversational
experiences.

Pendula assists amaysim with:
• Cross-sell /upsell
• Onboarding
• Renewals
• Retention
• Surveys

Hi Jess, it looks like you have gone
over your data for the past 2 months.
Would you be interested in some
other plans that might better suit
your data needs?

Sure, what can you offer me?

Feedback: 17.7%
shared unprompted
feedback which provided
invaluable insights for
subsequent campaigns
Coverage: 1.19 M
customers
Conversion: 15.57%
conversion rate
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By providing customers with tailored
offers and giving them the ability to act
upon them, amaysim has driven strong
conversion rates of 15.57% with upsells

Results so far…
Engagement: 32%
daily average SMS reply
rate with Pendula
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amaysim use-case: increasing share
of wallet

Hi Jess, based on your past usage it
looks like you would be best suited to
the Unlimited 80 GB plan, it’s only an
extra $10/mo ($49/mo)? If you would
like move to this plan, simply respond
to this text and we’ll make it happen!

Yes, please!

Great! Thanks Jess, we have upgraded
you to the Unlimited 80GB plan. This
will take affect from your next
renewal.

Origin Energy selected
Pendula to drive closer
relationships with its
customers.

Origin Energy understood that prior processes
were inefficient and were resulting in poor
customer experience when dealing with call
centres and email communications. Pendula was
quickly recognised as a strong solution and
rolled out across several operating units.

Hi Dan, would you like to save $$ on
your energy bill? If you turn off your
air con between 4-5pm tomorrow,
we’ll give you $15 off your bill! Let us
know if you’re interested!

Sounds good, thanks!

Pendula assists Origin with:

Great! We’ll remind you tomorrow
when it’s time to reduce your air con.
Thanks, Origin.

• Demand Response
• Marketing
• Customer Onboarding
• Surveying

Hi Dan, if you can reduce your air con
by 2 degrees for the next hour, we’ll
give you a discount on your bill. Still
interested?

Sure, I can do that. I’m in!

• Invoicing and Payments
• Operations and installations
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Thanks Dan, we’ll let you know when
the period is over and if you’ve been
successful in getting your discount!
Thanks, Origin

“As a business, we’d come to
the conclusion that we needed to be
wowing our customers all the time, and
Pendula is a tool that directly meets that
need ... it was a customer-driven initiative
and we’re seeing customer-driven
results.”
BRAD HOYLE, HEAD OF CRM SYSTEMS, BIZCOVER

Pendula scales from small business to the enterprise
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Benefits of introducing conversations to the journey

>30% interaction rates

>17% additional feedback

30% of total audience
respond back compared
to email which is 7%
click-through

Customers want to talk
and will voluntarily provide
feedback!
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>16% up-sell/cross-sell
conversion
Compared to <7%
email standard

“If customers aren’t talking to you,
they’re probably talking to
someone else.
In 2020, customer experience will
surpass price and product as the
key competitive differentiator ”
… ACCO R DI N G TO CU STO M E R EXPE R I E N C E ( CX ) CO NS ULTI N G F I RM WA LK ER , ( EY, 2018)

Exclusive
One Month Trial
*Conditions Apply
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Thank you & questions

Cattle Dog Digital
www.cattledogdigital.io
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Pendula
www.pendula.com

